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Abstract
�e problem considered in this presentation stems from a non-pro�t organization in charge of
transporting patients from their home to medical appointment locations. �e aim of this work
is to propose a reactive algorithm for this dial-a-ride problem so as to adapt the transportation
plans in order to manage real-time disruptions, such as patient delays or appointment cancel-
lations. �e plans should be modi�ed quickly, while trying to minimize the changes to avoid
confusion for the users.
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�e problem considered in this presentation stems from a non-pro�t organization in
charge of door-to-door transportation of patients for medical appointments. Patients
are picked up at home and are then dropped at the appointment location (outbound
request). �ey may also be picked up at the end of their appointment to be driven back
home (inbound request). Some patients have speci�c requirements, e.g. they may re-
quire an accompanying person or to be transported in a wheelchair. Each appointment
has a prede�ned start time and end time, but in practice its duration may actually vary
(most o�en, increase) unpredictably.

�is problem is called a dial-a-ride problem (DARP) in the scienti�c literature. �e clas-
sic dial-a-ride problem (DARP)mainly arises in door-to-door transportation services for
elderly or disabled people (see [2]). �e DARP consists in planning a set of journeys,
i.e., of routes and associated schedules, for a �eet of vehicles to satisfy the outbound
and inbound requests, so that several constraints are met, as for instance: time win-
dow constraints (the pickups and the deliveries have to be achieved within given time
intervals), maximum ride time constraints of clients, and capacity constraints of vehi-
cles (see [4, 3]). �e objective function of the DARP can di�er from one application to
the next and may consider economic elements and service level aspects. For instance,
it might be to maximize the number of satis�ed requests, to minimize the number of
required vehicles, or to minimize the waiting time of the patients (see [5]).

In the application targeted in this work, the primary aim of the organization is to max-
imize the number of requests that it can handle with its own �eet. Accordingly, every
evening, the dispatching o�ce selects the transportation requests that will be served
on the next day and it establishes the route and corresponding schedule of each vehicle
(see [1]). However, several elements may unexpectedly change when the plan is actu-
ally implemented. For instance, the real duration of an appointment may di�er from



the forecast; the physician may cancel the appointment; the patient may decide to go
home by her own means; and so forth.

In practice, along the day, the dispatcher is informed of each disruption and must make
a decision as to how to adapt the plans in response to this incoming information. �e
decision can be especially di�cult to make due the fact that the schedules produced
by the initial optimization phase are usually tight, since they tend to maximize the
number of requests to be served. Our work aims at adapting the current solutions so
as to manage the disruptions while accounting for three potentially con�icting objec-
tives, namely: satisfying all patient requests, to the best possible extent; limiting the
plan changes, so as to avoid confusion for the drivers and patients; and minimizing
the patient excess journey duration, as a measure of service level. �is is achieved
by exploring small neighborhoods of the current solution and progressively enlarging
these neighborhoods in order to restore feasibility when a perturbation occurs. More-
over, the dispatcher should be able to react in few seconds, so as to take care of the
patients as early as possible and to de�ne the recourse action before the next disrup-
tion occurs. However, as o�en, making decisions in real time o�en enforces trade-o�s
between speed and quality of the responses.

Finally, we will present some computational experiments carried out on di�erent types
of scenarios, where a scenario is a sequence of generated disruptions. �e algorithm
seems to be really fast and the focus is on the quality of the provided solutions and on
the explored neighborhoods.
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